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Adult PCLs No pretending alternative facts
Adult PCLs, No pretending or alternative facts
Power Source Disclosure should be clear about the source of the power.
The consumer of power should be assured that the power provider actually owns the source if they make marketing
claims of such.
Please view this C-SPAN video clip https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4502670/buy-solar-shares-true to hear
SMUD General Manager say they actually brought one megawatt solar fields. CEC staff said they did not.
It should be clearly shown that the customer is only getting null power, as defined by SMUD in
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/word_pdf/FINAL_DECISION/72513.pdf if the RECs (renewable energy credits) for
"green power products" will be used to meet RPS requirements in any form.
If a "Green Power Product" is offered, it should be clear that the costs were not "baked into the rates" and the
consumer is not just providing addition profit to the power provider.
Please view this SMUD video clip https://youtu.be/IKSV4wfmX3o for a better understanding of "baked into the
rates".
No "alternative facts", I am a adult and won't be confused or misled by being shown the percentage of unbundled
RECs (renewable energy credits) used to meet a power provider's RPS requirements.
The power consumer should know when their power provider is not capable of delivering actual renewable energy
and are providing null power instead.
If a power provider says they will retain the RECs (renewable energy credits), the customer should be able to see
that the RECs (renewable energy credits) have not been used to meet RPS requirements in any form or otherwise be
double counted.
The above are examples of pretending to be green.
I am not a pretender,
Steve Uhler
sau@wwmpd.com

